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Barraclough Discusses

Number 6

Hunger-Foo-d

Policies Explored

university, is an internationalThis series, which is sponly respected teacher and writby the College of
sored
Born and .educated in Wooster, the Ohio Agriculturhunger problems? Should er.
food be a foreign policy England, Prof. Barraclough al Research and Development
has taught at the University of Center, and a coalition of
bargaining tool? How. does California,
and Oxford Univer- -, oca. c'hurcnes and organiza- the international system of uy.
iia- no
iveu ao r,.- - tions ls Mrtiv funded bV the
trade arrangements, increase
poverty and hunger in Third dent of the Historical Asso- Ohio Program in the HumaniProgram
World countries? These were, ciation and is the authorHis-of ties, the State-Base- d
many books including
of the National Endowment
some of the issues considered tory
in a Changing World for the Humanities, and by
in the second lecture of the
Europen Unity in area contributors.
(1955),
Public Forum Series on The
Thought
and Action (1963),
Politics of Hunger American
to Contem-por- y
An
Introduction
Food Policy in a Changing
(1964) The
History
World, Thursday, Feb. 10, in Crucible of Europe (1976), and
Mateer Auditorium on the
College of Wooster campus. a series of articles for The
New York Review of Books"
Historian Geoffrey Barra- on
the politics of food and oil
clough. spoke - on "Hunger,
and
the current international
World Hunger and U.S.
Food arid Politics."
crisis.
economic
Food Policy" will be the topic
Prof. Barraclough considHis lecture was followed by of former Undersecretary of
ered Dast uses of 'American
Agriculture John Schnittker's
'Food Power,' the causes of a panel discussion with
hunger and poverty which Yvonne Williams, Ph.D. can- address Sunday at 3:00 P.M.
in Political Science at at the OARDC's Fisher Audihave brough about the call of didate
Reserve, torium. . Western
Case
'
the Third World for a: New
;
mrnationaYE
2" Schnlttker will also partici.""-P-.Woorter- .
and Norman Rask, pate in a round table discussion Sunday at 8:00 at the
"Facing Policy
OARDC.
Ohio
from
State.
nomics
fessor of history at Brandels
Impact on FarmThe
Choices:
er and Consumer" will be the
discussion topic.
What political and economic factors contribute to global

Schnittkor
Talk Sunday

Former Undersecretary

Reactors to Schnittker's address will include Wooster
Philosophy professor Bonnie
Steinbock and George Green-lea- f,

(Economics).
Other panelists will include
Leonard Schnell, past President of the Ohio Farm Bureau,
Woosters State Representative, John Johnson, and Rev.
Charles Rawlings of Ohio's
Episcopal Diocese. Father El- -

Executive
of the Grain, Feed, and Fertilizer Association.
Vice-Preside-

.

of Agriculture John Schnlttker will

discuss food policy Sunday.
ligion) and Richard Reimer

nt

Schnittker's 8:00 round table
panel will include Wooster
professors Glenn Bucher (Re--

mer Marquard of St. Mary's
Catholic Church will serve as
round table moderator.
Schnlttker served as Undersecretary of Agriculture from
KlfiC
ha
.www r Idea
.www. -Dnulmilu
'
JI
was senior staff economist for
President Eisenhower's Council of Economic Advisors.

Final Proxy Candidate

Jenson to Visit Wooster
'

Paul G. Jenson will be the
fifth and final College of
Wooster presidential candidate to visit the campus. Jenson, 51, and a
at Colby College in Waterville,
Maine, will be in Wooster,
vice-preside-

s

;

Vice-preside-

of Academic Affairs

Gecffray Barraclough spoke to an enthusiastic audience last

night in Mateer.

Women's
Colby.

College,

er

and

at

Ackerman Is Arrested
College of Wooster senior

nt

and Dean of the Faculty at
Colby. In addition he is a
professor of Psychology at
the school.
Jenson obtained his B.A.: in Social
Sciences from Luther College
in 1948 and his M.S. In
Psychology from the University of Minnesota in 1951. In
1955, Jenson recieved his
Ph.D. from Minnesota In the
same discipline.
Jenson has been involved in
nt

an instructor at Minnesota. In

addition to that assignment,

17-1- 8.

Vice-preside-

Jenson has taught at Maca-lastCollege, at Colorado

appointed

nt

Feb.
Jenson, is presently
--

university education since

1951 when he was

,

Larry Ackerman is in

the

cus-

tody of the Wayne County
Sheriff today, charged with
attempted homicide, a first
degree felony and a capital

offense.

Ackerman allegedly attacked Food Service employee
Michael Tersigne with a hunting knife last Friday about
6:25 P.M. Tersigne was released following treatment at
Wooster General Hospital.
Ackerman was arraigned
Monday, at which time a law

yer was appointed to defend
him. His bond was set at
$10,000.
Tuesday, at a preliminary
hearing, Ackerman was bound
over to Wayne County Court
for Trial; his $10,000 appearance bond was continued.
Judge Ralph Amiet dismissed a defense motion Tuesday
to reduce the charge against

Ackerman from attempted
murder to felonious assault.
Trial date for Ackerman has
not yet been set.
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Letters to the Editor

Rhodes Energy Policy Demands Attention

To the Editor
On January 28 Governor
Rhodes issued a directive permitting Ohio's power and
steel companies to burn high-sulf- ur
coal immediately, due
to the natural gas shortage.

Rhodes issued this without
the consent of the Federal

Bovernment, which is implementing" the Clean Air Act of
1970, set tight sulfur dioxide
standards for the next two
years for many dirty regions of
Ohio, where historically compliance with environmental
regulation had been poor.
Rhodes' action Is clearly illeg- -.
..

has no power to rescind mortality in an area, heavy have demonstrated no interest .
any of the federal emission concentrations of the gas in this area, and who lack the
standards developed over the have been linked to certain ability and authority to formu-- .'
past seven years by state and types of cancer a disease our late this type of policy. Rhofederal EPA's to fit the ecomo-mi- c, government - spends millions : des' action is clearly illegal It
social, and environmen- on in attempting to find a will be interesting to see
tal needs of the particular cure. Adequate air quality r , whether the Federal Govern;
v.
states. "
control might decrease cancer ment takes a hard stand
in"
' ' type
of
action
; rates significantly In ;coar. against this
environmentalfprotection
"
regicinsrK..?
justification
a
V
vthe
As
forthis burning
nv
area It would be unfortunate
action, Rhodes cited a
What action has the College if : the College has taken .'.
ment by United Mine Workers
officials that 700,000 Jobs taken in controlling sulfur ' advantage of Rhodes' imposwould be lost if coal burning dioxide emissions from Jts ition,, and burned : high-sulfwere not permitted: However, power plant? Did the Rhodes' coal. My aim in Inquiring into-'the- :
College's reaction to the
"scrubbing" technology is directive result in the College r;
coal?'
sulfur
higher
burning
burning
to
coal
available
Rhodes directive is to make
dustries and ' has now been :The members of the Wooster-communi- ty each one of us more aware of ;
have a right' to the energy environment
. proven
to be economically
answers
to these quesknow
choices : we, as a. society, -feasible. It was feared that
Ohio industry would turn to tions. It would have been must make. Hopefully, these
coal, rather unfortunate to see the College decisions will be ...made
Western
than install sulfur dioxide ' close due to the recent energy ' ! thoughtfully, based upon ra-- "
tional economic and environ"scrubbers". Rhodes should shortage. But did the College
directive?
Rhodes
energies
follow
the
mental concerns. - f - ;
state
turning
be
V.;Sincerely,
: . :.
toward encouraging industWe are in need of a rational,'
' .'.'."
''
-'
;.;; Carter Gilliams
ries to develop pollution con- coordinated
trol technology rather than Omental policy. The unreasonto environ-- attempting to stave off federal able
regulations, a true wast of tax- mental control that has pene- payers' money. - ' trated American conciousness
in the last few years, surfacing ,.
This action of Rhodes' might
in the actions such as Rhodes', :
real
be justified, if there were
should not be tolerated. There ' The ; Environmental Intern.
high-sulfof
burning
no doubt. Program announces that is is
proof that the
Is an energy-crisi- s,
coal would significantly - But cutting back environment- - ' : currently accepting - applicaimprove energy output; howal controls is not an adequate ' tions from students and inter-- -;
there
ever, it is doubtful that
temporary or permanent soluested individuals for Its 1977
will be much improvement in tion. The concerns that motiSpringSummer program." EIP"
the Ohio energy picture due to vated people in 1970 should handles paid internships
this action. More important, not be forgotten because of throughout New England and
-V
there is a desperate need for the presence of an energy New York. :
I
; v
air polution control in Northcrisis. Certain groups : have
Internships deal with a vari-ern ; Ohio, which . has been taken advantage of this crisis
ety
of projects in environmengovernlimiting
ignored by voters and
to their own ends, in
management, and candital
n
during
Ohio
officials-iPresident
ment
air quality controls.
from both natural scidates
past.
Independence)
of
the
Energy
crises'
'energy
Ford's
the
ences,
and liberal arts are
Program capitalized on the
apply. Applications
to
invited
enerSulfur dioxide, from coal, is American fear that since
a main pollutant in the area of gy is now more scarce, envi- . are available at Placement
Offices, School Departments
ronmental controls are necesor from EIP headquarters, co
The health effects of sary and should be defended
Audubon So- Massachusetts
le
gas
energy
shortage.
include in times of
this
ciety, Lincoln, MA 01 773." The
respiratory aggravation, such
Envlronmentalpolicyshould ; deadline for receipt of applicaas asthma, chronic bronchitis,
tions is midnight, March 16,
be. formulated by politicianot
inand emphysema. Besides
".
Rhodes-wh- o
..;
as
ns-such
1977.
of
rate
infant
creasing the
al--he

--
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Published weekly during the academic year by the
expressed in
students ol the College of Wooster. Opinions
alone, and
staff
of
are
the
those
features
editorials and
-,
should not be construed as representative of adminlstra!,TheWOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the
subscribers,
editor from students, faculty, administrators,
JUI
and members of the greater Wooster comrnunlty.
correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE,
Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.:
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States
Press Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association.
Subscription rates are $6.00 per year for a second class
.
subscription, $9.00 per year for first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located In lower
Telephone: 216
Lowry Center, Room
extension 433.
G-1-
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News Editor

. .

Editorial Editor
Feature Editor .
Sports Editor .

-

!

low-sulf- ur

..

i

-

.-

Energy-Environ-

over-reacti-

on

Intern Program;

For Environment

Ray Bules
Mary Ann Woodie

.Doug Pinkham

.

-

.........
.

--

--

264-123- 4,
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STAFF
Editor-in-Chi-

:

.

...Mike McDowell
JoelLazar

. Mark Snyder
Photo Editor .'. .
Carolyn Rath
.
Manager
Advertising
...Marty Ross
Business Manager
.SueStepanek
Cartoonist
Beals, Peggy
Polly
Ackerman.
Carol
RtDortina Staff:
Brannigan, Lisa Coddington, Becky comns, nancy.
Everhard, Kelly Gibson, Darlene Qoatley, David Hagelin,
Cynthia Keever, Leslie McClintock, Ruth Nader, Cathy
Personius, Judy Simmons Jenny Watson, Peggy
Weissbrod.
Sports Staff: Jay Baker, John Delcos, Dave Koppenhaver,
Irene Korsak, Mark Pierson, Chariene Daugstrup ;
Photography Staff: Dave Stults, Ellen Thomas
Business Staff: Gaye Hanke
Art Staff: Michelle Bechkowiak, Lia Henke, Amy Llnden-berger, Jeff Pierce
Assistants to the Editor Jerry Burden, transportation
coordinator; Cindi Meister, typist
Printer John Prewitt, C--J Publishing Co.
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Grateful
Administration
Pear

Editor, ; ; To:- Employees and Students
This note is an all too brief
; acknowledgement of the help
sa many of you gave the
i College during the snow emergency days: We wish to thank
you warmly for your efforts.
Some of you braved very bad ;
and dangerous driving condi-

you have for this institution.

-

Thank you again for all you
have done.
Cordially yours,

.

Hans H.Jenny

tions to come to, and stay at

work; others among you stay-

Dear Editor,

ed over: night so that you ;
could be at your job the next
: day. Those who worked on
emergencies and snow removal have had new snow work
: come along "right after you ;
thought you had finished a
--

.

v

-

.

--

';.

.-J-

--

:
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18 DISCO
WITH THE "PARTY GANG"
9:00-1:0- 0
p.m, IN THE
CAGE FROM 1:00 UNTIL
PARTY IN HARAMBEE
Saturday February 19 "BLUE
ATMOSPHERE" BAND IN
THE CAGE 9:00-1:0-

.

six (6) weeks

An open letter to everybody,
especially Don Campbell:
As editors of Potpourri, we
feel that Jell Kachmar has
been unjustly maligned. After v
going through our records, we
found that the S.G.A. bus was
;
; job.:
advertised as early as Oct. 14
: We are very grateful to all complete with dates of its
those who volunteered their ' arrival and departure The poservices, including the stulitely worded article was run
dents who pitched in so well.
several times until the begin- L am sure that President
ning of November, when the
Drushal would want to exinfamous Bozo rendition was
press his thanks if he were ; 'printed. According to Jeff , he
here; let me do it for him as
turned to the "violent" saluta- well ' as for myself. It is in ., tion as a fast resort to the
times like these that we in the
apparent lact of student interAdministration are reminded
est in the bus. We feel that
arid wish to acknowledge how
Jeff did an excellent job by
grateful we are for the loyalty
informing the Student body

Friday February

REV. SMAW 7:30 p.m. BL.
OF BLACK
WORKSHOP HARAM-BE- E
HISTORY WEEK 1977
HOUSE
Sunday February 13 ANN ETMonday February 14 ANTA JEFFERSON 10:30
DREW YOUNG 8:15 p.m.
a.m. McGaw Chapel with
McGaw
Chapel
WILLA WRIGHT gospel ,
RECEPTION
9:30 p.m. In
soloist
'
Harambee House
Tuesday February 15 JAZZ
SESSION IN THE PIT 8:00

HIGHLIGHTS

"Pot" Editors Speak Out
In Kachmar Controversy

.

Complete

Black History Weak

-

in

advance-whi- ch

should be ample time

for any studnt to coordinate a
flight. So take that, you bozo-j- ust
kidding, just kidding...
Defenders of Truth, Justice,
and the American Way,
'
Susan Graf
David Kordalski
.
Potpourri, editors
.

p.m.

0.

Learn How To
Assort Yourself

.

Wednesday February 16 FILM:
GRAVE OF DIM BAZA 10:00
a.m. McGaw CONVOCA

Do you feel used and abused? Does the garage mechanic
charge you twice as much as
he should and get away with'

TION SPEAKER FOR PAUL
X MOODY IN THE PIT 4:00

it? Do you feel guilty when
you say no? If you answered
yes to these questions you
could benefit from an Assert-ivenefor women; however,
both men and women are wel- -

p.m.
Thursday February 17 READING: LINDA BERRY 4:00
p.m. LEAN. LECTURE
ROOM RAP SESSION IN
THE PIT ON RACE
TIONS 7:00 p.nru

ss

RELA-

Continuad en Pag 6

.

I.C.C. Requests Hell week Observers
This year's initiation week
for women's' clubs will be
from March 30th through April
2nd. The women's clubs are
seeking individuals who would
be willing to observe a particular club's initiation proce
-

dures, primarily in the evenings of these three days. This
invitation Is left open to the
faculty, administration and
student body of the college.
For those who are unfamiliar
with the initiation system,

times months in the making.
Proxmire. to put- off his anti- Customs agents had to wait for , boycott hearings at least until
ships to return to American Vance returns from this trip to
ports where their logs could be the MkkSe East Secy. Vance
grabbed and analyzed But, the hopes be can settle the issue
biggest prosecution obstacle was quietly with the Arab leaders.
Then hell try to satisfy Congress
y the Federal Energy
sympathies
that there is no need for legis
. tion. That agency's
V seemed to be with the huge ofl
lation or economic sanctions
- against the Arab offenders.
Top
interests.
officials
tried
FEA
Gas Price Freeze Thaws
to discourage Customs agents
Bilateral Advice: The top
'
As the Nation Freezes
from making their cases. Ac- ' ten money-makin- g
Defense
, by Jack Aadersoa
cording to one senator, the Dept contractors have sent
wttk Jn Spear
Federal Energy Administration dozens of corporate executives to
WASHINGTON
- The study states that the "outrageously mismanaged" the . Washington for service on
As winter's
government advisory commiticy tentacles grip much of the ' petrochemcial plants. and oil
investigation.
nation, many regions are faced
refineries are burning up a huge
Business: Many tees. Unfortunately, their service
Bitter
Americans are outraged by the isnl always intended as a conwith critical natural gas shor-- , volume of natural gas untages. In many states, schools necessarily. Many of these fact that the Arab countries
tribution to good government
wasteful plants are owned by the refuse to pump their petrodolThese advisory committees give
and factories have closed down
advice, which helps to determine
lars into VS. firms that do busifor lack of heat More than a . same oil companies that domimillion Americans have been
nate the natural gas industry. It's ness with Israel. Congress has what the government's policies
been working on legislation to will be in certain areas. The
a vicious cycle.
laid off their jobs.
policies, of course, determine
The confidential FPC report penalize the Arabs for their disPresident Carter's emergency
legislation proposal passed by ' concludes that the distributors,
criminatory practices. Sen. how much money will be spent
Congress last week is designed
had Then, it's not difficult to guess
not the suppliers, are short of William Proxmire,
who winds up with a large share
scheduled hearings for this week
to speed the flow of gas through - natural gas. The commission
wants to know, whether large on the antiboycott legislation, but of the money the government is
interstate pipelines to the shiverspending
amounts of producing capability has quietly postponed the hearthe same corporaing population, v ,
tions whose executives were sent
The natural gas bill will ' are being held off the market" to ings.
We have learned that the State to Washington to whisper in offideregulate the price of fuel as it drive up the prices of natural
gas. The commission suspects,. Dept. is opposed to the legiscial ears.
passes from state to state and
For example, McDonnell
that will mean higher prices. It - but lacks evidence, that the gas , lation since. VS. diplomats
believe they can convince the Douglas placed six of its corporwill also mean that if Americans crisis may be a creation of the
gas companies in their search Arabs to soften their stand ate executives on government
receive the $50 tax rebate proadvisory committees last year.
through negotiation. Congresmised by President Carter, the for even greater profits.
gas companies will really profit
Cold Comfort: The lid is sional action, according to the These included a key Defense
Dept advisory group. Not
from the magnanimous gesture about to blow off a multirnillion-doUa- r State Dept. would only antagonsurprisingly, McDonnell Douglas
ize the Arabs and cause them to
fuel oil scandal dating
as citizens spend the money to
meet higher fuel bills. .,
back to the 1973 oil crisis. get even tougher. We obtained a ended up as the top military contractor during the 1976 fiscal
confidential briefing paper preFederal indictments are immiOur sources at the Federal
pared for President Carter that year.
Power Commission' have shown nent in Boston, Providence, PhilGeneral Electric did even betrevealed "State Department is
us a confidential report that . adelphia and other cities.
ter. That corporation placed an
interested in avoiding confrontareveals that enough gas is com-- , - After . nearly four years,
d
tion with the Arabs so that the astonishing 74 executives on
mitted to interstate pipelines to federal prosecutors have
US. can continue its efforts to government advisory panels.
cases against 00 commeet the needs of homes, '
schools, hospitals and small busi- - panies that illegally jacked up promote progress toward a Mid- - Many of them gave advice to the
Pentagon. In 1976, General
their prices during the 1973 Arab die East peace settlement"
nesses.'
'.
Though' the report confirms
oil boycott. Phony companies
The briefing paper goes on to Electric wound up the fourth-largeDefense contractor.
say, "We should work with both
the Administration's projection ; and false transactions were used
All in all, the top ten Defense
the Congress and the Arab states
that essential services will con- - to push up oil prices. Sometimes
g
contractors furtinue with the aid of the gas, the cheaper Middle Eastern oil was to develop an approach which
nished 217 advisors to the
would meet Congressional conmixed at sea with costlier
study also notes that "the legisfederal government
and apcerns and avoid a confrontation
Venezuelan oiL Then the entire
lation will be largery worthless
parently, their work paid off at
as a means of avoiding cargo was sold at the higher with the Arabs on this issue."
Newly confirmed Secy, of both ends.
Venezuelan prices.
widespread industrial dislocaState Cyrus Vance asked Sen.
The indictments were some
tion next summer."
OnVt l u nam 9fHcm tc.

observing our initiation procedures can increase one's

awareness and understanding
of why women join elubs.
. There are six openings, with
a Campus Council requirement of two persons for each
of the three women's clubs,

'
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money-makin-

a,
EKO and Pi
Kappa).
This year, concerns o.f the
college's previous initiation
week resulted In Campus
Council forming
subcommittee on hell week. This
committee reviewed the Initiation week observer reports
which had been submitted by
both section and clubs. Specific concerns of the committee
were made clear to each club
and section, and new guidelines were established for
both clubs and sections. We
and
re now anticipating
looking forward to a well planned and very successful Initiation week, and thus urge you
to pursue the opportunity to
observe.
If you would like to Inquire,
or to volunteer for this position please contact: Joan
Blart chard, Inter-Clu- b
Council
President, or Cindy Tuttle,
Assoc. Dean qf Students.
(Chl-Omeg-

-

:

'

(

VOICE Editor

Position Opon
Applications

for the posi-

tions of editor and

co-edit-

or

of

are
The Voice for 1977-7- 8
invited by the Publications
Committee. Editorial responsibilities will begirt with the
first issue of the spring quarter, the new editor cooperating
during the spring quarter with
the old staff. If you are Interested, please send a letter of
application to Professor Richard Figge, Chairman, Publications Committee, Indicating
your qualifications and relevant background as well as
your views on the aims and
goals of The Voice. Applications should be received no
later than Friday, February 25,
1977,
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Religion Grads Return
To Discuss Job Options
el

students on the theme, "Religious Commitment and Vocational Options." Believing that
the study of religion and or a
religion major offer the academic foundation and the examination of crucial issues which
can lead to varied and interesting vocational options, the
Department has invited four of
its graduates to return to
campus and speak oh this
theme.
Gerald Fischer, a 1965 graduate with a double major in
religion and economics, is a
Vice President at Ford Motor

Continued on Pag 7

Armin Meyer Speaks On Middle
Tom Cash man
Former United States Ambassador Armin H. Meyer said
that there now exists a "golden opportunity to achieve a

peace settlement in the

Mid-

dle East, " and that the United

States is in a "unique position" to play a positive role in
attaining that peace. Meyer,
career diplomat, Woodrow
Wilson Fellow, and former
ambassador to Iran, Lebanon
and Japan, outlined his ideas
for peace in an address
entitled "Middle East RealiQuesties: The Arab-Israe-li
tion," Tuesday evening at the
College of Wooster.
Meyer said major realities
have been recognized since
the 1967 and 1973 wars which
show that peace can be
achieved and that "peace can
only be possible if the United
States plays a role," All the
middle eastern nations are
calling upon the U.S. to draw
up a peace plan and the U.S.
must respond to that plea,
said Meyer.
He asserted that peace is
possible because the nations
involved have. discovered the
effects of continued conflict.
"The Arabs are coming
to the realization that
Israel exists and that it is here
to stay" as long as the United
States remains "committed to
its survival." Meyer said.
The economic reality of
continued conflict is partic-

ing economic forecasting and

capital planning. Recently

elected to the College's Board
of Trustees, Fischer was President of the Student Christian
Association, a member of
Third Section, and the recipient of a Rockefeller Fund for

Theological Education Fellowship while here at Wooster.
Before joining Ford, he spent
a year at Yale Divinity School.
Deborah Fink is a fifth
grade teacher at Layton Elementary School in Wooster,
having been graduated from
the College in 1976 with a
religion major and a certificate
in elementary education. While
at the College, she participated in the Religion Depart-

Seminar

el

East

Former Ambassador Visits Wooster

Company in Detroit, oversee-

Study-Trav-

Mo

cation Consultant. She, too,
participated in the Religion
Department's 1974 Study-TravSeminar in Israel. Her
present position arose out of a
proposal she offered to ten
local churches in the areas of

On Sunday evening, February 13 at 7 p.m. in Lean.
Lecture Room,, the Department of Religion is sponsoring a meeting for all interested

ment's

your pray

in Israel (1974) and was active
in Wooster Christian Fellow-

ship.

Alan Schneider is presently
the Executive Director of the
Miami Valley Childrens Center
where he oversees forty-on- e
workers who treat emotionally

a-ro- und

tive economic development.
Meyer pointed out that the
USSR may not be able to rely
on the Arab nations as trusted
allies since Soviet personnel
have already been "kicked
out" of Egypt.
some past
In criticizing
American efforts at gaining a

peaceful solution in the Middle East, Meyer said that
"step-by-stdiplomacy" was
not successful and could not
continue because it "did not
get at the gut issues of the
Middle East." He said the past
efforts did not consider the
difficult problem posed by the
future status of Jerusalem,
nor with the possible establishment of a Palastinian
state. Meyer said the latter
issue should be left to the
Palastinians themselves..
Meyer does not see the
upcoming Geneva peace talks
as constructive unless consi
derable advanced preparation
has been dbne in which the
convening nations have an
idea ahead of time that a
positive agreement would result. Otherwise, meyer said,
the sessions would "become a
rhetoric session with the United States supporting the
Isralis and the Russians, sup-- ;
porting the Arabs. "Meyer
said if the U.S. were to come
up with an agreement, the
Soviets would probably accept
it then all parties could go to
Geneva with that agreement in
mind. Only then could a
ep

Continued fighting also

cre-

ates economic and manpower
stresses in Israel, said Meyer.

The Israeli economy is faced
with rampant inflation and
any new war would be expensive in money and lives. Meyer
likened the 2500 deaths in the
October '73 was as having the
same effect as the 'United
States losing 250,000 in battle.

Ambassador Meyer acknowledged that oil plays the
major economic role in the
politics of the Middle East. He
said the West must realize
that the Middle East Is the
major source of oil in the
world, and we should stop
trying to tell ourselves otherwise. He dubbed Project Independence of the Ford Administration and other assertions that the United States
does not have to rely on Arab
oil as, "the biggest amount
of nonsense- - anyone could
say." It is a "fact of life" that
most of the world's oil is
located in the Middle East.
As a footnote to the oil

once-in-a-lifeti-

me

Speech-Departme-

a-chie- ved,

8-2- 2,

me

I

NAME

;
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,

T

T
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particularlyVenezuela

and

Iran, a Persian Exporter.
"A takover of the oil fields is
not a realistic option." The
network of pipes and wells is
so vast that no army in the
world could successfully take
them over before they could
be sabatoged, he said. Pipes

could be disconnected and
wells set aflame.
Meyer believes the Soviet
'Union would welcome a comprehensive peace plan for the
Middle East. The Russians are
not Interested in any situation
which might trigger a major
power conflict. He added that
the Soviet Union is "terrified that the United States
would be willing to go to war
over Israel."
.

London Theatre Tour Planned

See British theatre firstophand! A
portunity to tour the theatres
of London (and gain college
disturbed children and youth.
credit) is being offered for
Alan was graduated from the
Spring Break by the
College in 1961 with a religion
and Flair Travel.
major and a- history minor.
The
London Show
annual
While here, he was active in ularly evident in Egypt. "The
runs
Tour,
which
from March
lasting settlement be
economic situation is shocksection, musical, and theatrihigh
will
points of
hit
the
said Meyer.
ing and the poverty .tremerv
cal activities. He has a graduincluding
Stage,
London
the
Meyer stressed that the
ate degree in theology from dous" said the former amstarring Albert
time frame for such an agree- .Tamburlalne,
bassador. He cited the recent
Louisville Theological SeminFinney,
Old
World, featurand
if
United
ment
the
and
is
short
rioting in Cairo and Alexandria
ary.
Quayle.
Anthony
ing
States does not act quickly, a
Cynthia Green Merten was as an example of Egypt's
The tour-wil- l
observe new
peaceful solution might be
crisis, he argued that continugraduated in 1976 with a reliplays
by
funnyman
Alan Ayck-bouUnited
States
and
the
missed
gion major, history minor, and ing the fight against Israel is
(Confusions)
and Tom
and the Soviet Union might
not in the best interests of the
certificate in secondary edu(Dirty
Linen),
Stoppard
and
again be on the road to
cation. Presently she isWayne Arab nations for it drains them
playLondon
visit
historic
potential
conflict.
economically, hindering posi- County Cluster Christian Edu
houses like the Globe and
Dairy Lane Theatres, and the
Aldwych Theatre, home of the
!lno
Royal Shakespeare Company.
Spend Spring Break on the coast, In the warmer weather of North Carolina, biking
go
"super-Dik10
In addition, students may,
and camping. You need not be
on their own, view A Chorus
Transportation will be provided to and from North Carolina and will be routed
Line, Equus, and various Gilthrough Skyline Drive in Shenandoah National Park, Virginia (whicb some say is itself
bert and Sullivan productions
worth the trip!)
by the D'Oyly Carte Opera
Transpo. will leave Wooster February 15, and arrive in Cape Hatteras for 4 days of
Company.
biking, returning by the 22nd.
Anyone interested in the
The total package of food, accomodations (campsites), and transportation will be
London Show Tour should
less than $100. Participants are responsible for their own bikes, sleeping bags, and
contact Dr. Schutz in the
tents, if possible.
Office,
L.C.B.
to
form
returning
the
by
by
February
this
Tuesday,
respond
15
Please
or to Dave Shaw, Box 2721 .
Grace's Wine
Direct questions to Dave Shaw, ext. 337 or Becky Blackshear, ext. 558 or 559.
-

question, Meyer said Americans are in error in believing
that it is only the Arabs who
are responsible for the great
increase in oil prices.: It is the
other members of OPEC, the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, ' who have
led the way in price rises.

Shoppe

248 W. North
262-5CS-

S

Street

Speech Department at extension 541, or contact Flair
Travel at
There is no
limit on the number of students who may participate in
the Show Tour.
Participating students will
receive a Va credit in Speech;
the group will meet several
times before departing to discuss the plays they will be
seeing.
A $750 fee will be assessed
students for air fare, lodgings,
and theatre tickets. This
should be paid to Flair Travel
264-650- 5.

nt

by March

1

.

Fiction Lab
Beginning Tuesday, February 15th, the Reading Writing
Lab at the College of Wooster
it
will offer a
fiction
writing workshop for interestnon-cred-

ed - students, faculty, and
members of the Wooster community.
Time:

Tuesday
afternoons
Place:. Babcock Basement,
4:00-6:0-

0,

Room 2

Moderator Dennis Covington, MFA, Iowa Writers' Work-

shop

For further information, call
.
ext. 467. -

;u.

".

V"
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Meet The

Candidates-SG- A

On Wednesday, February 16
elections will be held for all
SG A offices. Following are
statements prepared by some
of the candidates for these

faculty, or administration--tbe realized however, the stude-

on February 16th. The statements have been edited to
Kropp

--

.

Throughout my two years in
the Student Government Association, both as a represent,

n,
ative, Financial Affairs
and Treasurer, I
havA haarrl mmnlalntc nf
"What is SGA doing for me?"
Embarassingly, I was at a loss
for words. It was true, Woost-er- s
SGA had lost touch with

Vice-PreskJent-Ci-

Com-mittema-

its responsibilities and commitments. So the question is:
what has been accomplished
this past year under an administration seeking reelection?
What innovative ideas have
come about? Visitation was
given a big push, but was
allowed to die. Service Committees that served no purpose
simply existed in name. Resolutions calling for reform were
ignored. In short SGA has
become impotent. The issue
here is: are we going to be an
organization of accomplishment or stagnation? Are we
going to show President Dru- snai s replacement an organization that is strong and
willing to stand up for its
convictions or a weak one that
will shrivel under the slightest
pressure? These are the questions that must be answered.
That is why I have decided to
run for president of SGA.
Walker

President-Dea- n

confidently stand on my
past record '.. and persistent
concern for the rights, prive-lege- s,
and education of all
Wooster students. I am an incumbent seeking
this has not been done in
recent history. I am enthusiastically anticipating another
year of guiding and representing the Student Government
Association.
I

re-electi-

on;

.

II.

Vice-President-Sa-

I

Kron-H- is

ndy

19

TIW9-ieIW-

V

llt

Wa

tion is one which provides the
means for much interaction
with students, faculty and administration. I see this Interaction as providing the Impetus for a meaningful coordination of ideas between the
three factions which hopefully'
would improve the academic
as well as cultural atmosphere. By being one of the two
student representatives on the
Educational Policy Committee, I have become aware of
istf I

j

I

ill i

0 w wvaiawaa

viw aivwv

ed, wanted, and possible on
campus. In order for any aspiration of either students,

The beverage

i

center

927 E. Bowman

,

OPEN: 9 a.m.

J

I
I

--

10:30 p.m.

MON. THRU THURS.

-

9 a.m. '11 :30 p Jit.
FRIDAY, SAT.

-

264-146-2

-

j
i
J
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would need to be significantly
strengthened. This would be
my primary goal if elected.
The first step in this process
would be clarifying and de- .quarters.
fining committee objectives
IV. Treasurer-Mar- k
Leone
more precisely; thereby giving
I am running for Treasurer
a strong foundation from of SGA for a variety of reawhich active involvement could sons. The first reason is that
stem. :
in high school I was an officer
Meister of two or three organizations,
Communication between including treasurer of National
Honor Society. Secondly, bestudents, faculty and administrators is very important, to ing elected would mean being
our life here at Wooster: The a member of the cabinet of
role of Vice President is SGA. I feel that I am very
directly concerned with com- . ready to voice my opinion conmunication, one major duty cerning the problems we, the
students, face here at the
being chairperson of the Education Affairs Committee. college. I am ready to hear the
I think I am qualified
opinions of the student body
and able to carry out these and to present these at the
duties. I have been involved in cabinet meetings. Thirdly, as
Student Government since fall additional help to the stuquarter freshman year Hall dents, faculty, and other clubs
representative, Chairperson of and organizations, I plan to
the Membership Committee, have office hours spread
throughout each and every
member of the Financial Afday. I realize the enormous
fairs Committee, former member of Students Services and amount of responsibility a position such as treasurer enSpecial Projects, and Secretary for the past year. I have tails. I feel that I am ready and
also worked in the Dean's qualified to accept such an
Office for two years which has important position.
Treasurer-MichaJ. Petrella
enabled me to become acI view the office of treasurer
quainted with the administrators and faculty whom I will be in two different ways. First,
there is the aspect of the
in close contact with in Educational Affairs. My main goal treasurer as a bookkeeper.
is awareness. I plan to better Although this facet of the
office Is not particularly excit- -'
communication and strengthing, to be an effective treasuren the committees by educating the student body about er dne must have the time to
their functions and posting keep the books, write checks,
ndl

--

.

--

and prepare budget reports.
The second aspect of the
office is that of policy maker.
The treasurer is a member of
the cabinet, and FAC, and will
have a hand in preparing the
budget, formulating a good
fiscal policy, and conceiving

III.

Secretary-Elizabet-

Jack-eo- n

h

I am running for SGA Secretary because I would like to
become more involved in the
student government. I want
more blacks participating in
student government. If elected, besides my regular duties
as secretary, I would inform
the black students of what is
going on and I would try to
constitute more communication between black and white

general SGA policy..

believe
the officers this year have
done a good job in making the
campus aware of SGA activities, and it will be my goal as
treasurer to improve upon the
accomplishments of the past
year.
I

students.

Secretary-Car-

ol

Rowan

I realize "that the job of
secretary is very important to
an organization such as SGA.
The secretary is responsible
for recording and distributing,
information from the meetings
to the representatives so they
may in turn inform their
constituents. But, in addition,
the secretary must be able to
provide leadership and new '
--

.

Major.
Rnandai mMohm, O00 piu
oH tuition at Gradvota AModela,
m
waltabU for twa
MS and fhJ. dagraai In

Pizza
Beer-Wi-

ne

11:00 to 11:00

phone:

262-044-

4

ler.
VI.

Student Services and Spe--

THE
I SMITH VI LLE
PEDDLER
.Treat yourself
to the new
sportswear outfit
that you deserve.

4
Finest Ladles Apparel
Across from the

Aidant,

Smlthvl.'ielnn
Right at tha foot of eaall.

Kenarden Environmental

tx-fet-1:13-6-

Board, I feel that I am qualified for this position. I have
noticed that the student organizations on this campus
work too independently of

each other.

If

elected I hope to

activities with the
cooperation of other groups
on campus. I also hope to
work with other committees
within the SGA. Better programs and activities could be
achieved if the student resources on this campus were
pooled.
organize

Campus Council

VII.

Member-at-Large-Fel- lx

Berry
I am interested in becoming
an active member of SGA,
.

As a sophomore I
have observed the functions
of the council and feel I could
help sustain and improve it.
During the past five years I
have been on various committees, NAACP Youth Chapter
President of Elyrla, Ohio, a
supervisor of the Elyria Parks
and Recreation Dept., Elyria
1977-7-

8.

Student Council, National

Youth Leadership, and NAACP

college scholarship committee.
Campus Council
Member-et-Large-Jo-

:8

hn

Keyse
It is my intention to concentrate my energies In two areas
I consider
to be of major
importance to the campus
community, though my efforts
Continued on Paaa 7

PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERm$ OPTICAL

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION

SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL

113 E. Main St.

af dniliwr.

UnhranHy,

projects, programs and events
there must be a continuity of
leadership. The next chairperson will have to see programs
that have taken two quarters
in planning through to their
completion. When all things
are considered I think I will be
found to be the most qualified
candidate for the position. I
encourage the members of the
campus to assure that their
money will be stewarded wisely by voting for James Beum-

u

tHainaan. Dap, af

OMa
OKia 45701.

cerning evaluation of funded

Champagne

Pra-Mo- d.

CHEMISTRY.

mm

DINO'S
DRIVE -- THRU

.

needs a responsible, experienced chairperson so that the
funds that are dispersed by
SGA will be used in such a
way as to benefit as many
students as possible. It is also
my firm belief that I, James
Beumler, can provide this kind
of leadership. Of all the
candidates that are running
for this position, I am the only
one who has had any experience on the committee. If FAC
is to continue its work con-

ge

Crlscl
am running for the position for Chairperson of SSSP
of SGA. In order to be successful in this position a person must have the ability to
organize such projects as
campus elections, and transportation at the beginning and
end of each quarter. As the
present Chairperson of the

Financial Affairs Committee- -'
s
Beumler
It is my belief that the FAC

.

Committee-Chair-person-Geor-

I

Chairperson-Jame-

el

their members. I hope to see
these committees utilized by
the students both by bring
concerns and suggestions to
their attention.

cial Projects

ren

cation ' process. My experiences are applicable to the
position that I am now seeking. I have confidence in my
sense of judgement and in my '
qualifications. I have a lot of
time to apply to the SGA, and
my interest is genuine. If you
are concerned vote for Kitt!

.

--

Commit-tee-Chalrperson-Ka-

Kltt
I, Karen Kitt, am running for
the position of Financial Affairs Committee Chairperson.
My duties would be to preside
over the meetings of the FAC,
and to serve as a member of
Campus Council. I have had
previous administrative positions in high school student
government and I was very
active in Distributive Education. O.E. is a two year
vocational program that incorporates many aspects of the
business world with the edu-

!

conserve space.
President-Arti- e

V. Financial Affairs

ask your support. I am- currently a freshman and have
served as a member of the
SGA General Assembly and
SSSP Committee for two

committees

nt-faculty
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Race Feb. 16

ideas. I believe that I am
qualified in both respects and

o

offices. Please take the time
to read these - and please vote

I.

'

'
--

PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED

333 EAST LIBERTY
264-234- 4
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Oedipus
:
by Raymond G. McCall
Seneca's .."Oedipus" on a
.Wooster stage In 1 977? By
Thespis, what have we come

ing in where angels might fear
to tread, she ; tackled her
assignment with intelligence
''
and imagination.
Enhanced by stunning lighting effects and an appropriately stark set (a huge Inverted
triangle loomed over the tiny
acting platform), the production moved at a fast clip. The
relatively inexperienced actors
had obviously been drilled as
an ensemble, and it was the
ensemble quality rather than ;
individual performances that
made the evening memorable. The black-cla- d
cast exhibited varying degrees of vocal '
skill. The most striking, mo-- -,
ments were not individual
speeches but group efforts
like the chorus accompanying
itself by beating hands on the
"'
'
- platform.
Seneca's V redaction of the

;

"

.v.-If Sophocles' "Oedipus' is a
rare occurrence in" a college
theatre, the Roman. ; playwright's version is as rare as
the phoenix. This reviewer can
cite only one modern production of the Seneca: Peter;
Brook's at the Old Vic about
15 years ago, which featured
an enormous phallic symbol,
and a bemused John Gielgud,
who may have forgotten .to
read the fine print .: In - his
- : ;
:
'
, contract.
Susarr Mueller's choice for
her f.S. product ion r presented
in the Shoolroy last week, was
audacious. How could she
hope to breathe life into a .
dusty old closet drama? Rush- to?

.

.

..

.

-

-

--

'

0
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alerit
Wagner
is
Tonight
the night for your
pleasure, entertainment and
excitement. In order to obtain
the above, all you have to do
is have 35 cents and be at the
Cage by 8: P.M. The entertainers will be a host of some of
the most gifted people on
campus. You will have a
chance to' see Robin Rose,
Marcia Clever, Bertha Fountain and Vicki Marx as you

There is a common misconception that black pride and
awareness of culture and heritage began in the turbulent
1960's. While it is "true Black;
political and social forces
manifested themselves during
the sixties, organized interest
in Black Americans' contribution to American, society be

have never seen them before.
They will present to you the
most talented members of the
campus. Having talked to you
for the past three weeks, what
else can I say, except that it is

-:;.'

:--

,

a stupendous

show.

I

do

realize that it will be very
difficult for you to tear yourselves away f rorru all those
pressing engagements. Belive
me you will truly regret your

Holdsn Woricshop

"''

Continued from Pag 3

'

come. .
Come and learn how you
can - assert yourself without
hurting others and begin to
feel good about yourself. The
workshop Tuesday will be
held in Holden Hall and the
workship on Wednesday will
be in Wagner Main Lounge.

The Country Gallery

Functional pottery
Spool Candlesticks;
r
Macramo
Stained glass
V

V

C.R. 185

by chance or by ordsr)

Ve specialize in
hard-to-fin-

for

1

1

I

WOOSTER

-

gifts

d
hard-to-shop-f-

people

Tom and LIbby Bruch

for your
; convenience
just off the College
- campus - For All
your Travel Inquiries
and needs

Woodson's list of degrees include the B.A. and M.A. from
the University of Chicago in
1908 and the Ph.D.from Harvard in 1912,
Coupled with this was extensive travel in Europe and
Asia and the mastery of several foreign languages. Convinced that the Black American's

,

".

;

l
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Which way do you

I

want to see
London?

1

;

I

TRAVEL

10-- 5

TAKES YOU

5
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j
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.

-

"

-
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: of
"Rap
a
black oriented program . on
WJWTV Cleveland. As always.
any celebration' is - nothing
without, people. to get. involv-- I
ed. Black History Week can.
er-Hostess

r-- t

Afro-Americ-

--

.-

an

was designed by
Dr. Williams and will be given
in the front lobby, oLLowery
Center. At the end of the week .
the best entry will receive a
prize, of pizza and coke. It is
open to C.O.W. students only.
studies.

I

.

;

win De given in

"

June19-July- 9

264-650-

the Journal of Negro History
was published and continues'
to this day. Finally in February, 1926 Dr. Woodson found-- ;
ed Black History Week. '
Black History Week is held
in February of every year. It is
to include the dates February
12 and 14; the birthdays of
Abraham Lincoln and Fredrick
- Douglass. I It is aa event
of
7
immense importance for both
,
.blacks and whites.
t: For Blacks, it is a time to
focus on' the contributions
Black men and women have
made to this country for; the
last two centuries. , Accomplishments in the arts, politics,
the sciences are. brought to
light which enhance an awareness and pride in our culture
that is essential for trowtrtand
: meaning.
.
'"; For Whites the week will
serve to enlighten a race that
has ignored the Black contributions to this nation as well
as to break down stereotypes
and prejudices which still
plague our society. It is an
opportunity for an uncompre-- ,
hending majority to learn; and '
an opportunity which should
r
'. not be wasted.
The College of Wooster has
.
been deeply involved in Black
History Week. Highlights from
years past include speakers
like- Congressman ;; Louis
Stokes, Dr. Shelby Rooks
President of Chicago Seminary, and Barbara Caffie Produc-

f Hand should touch the entire
!j Wooster Community.
I.' 'During- - this week, a quiz -

or

Cleveland Charter

I

!

Di

SERVICE

8-- 22

CALL
345-672-2

served as principal of Douglass High School, Supervisor
of schools in the Phillipines,
Dean of the schools of Liberal
Arts at Howard University and
of West Virginia State. Dr.

London Show Tour
March '

or

Open Tues. thru Sat.

gan fifty years earlier in the
person of Dr. Carter Godwin
v ;
Woodson." - ; '
:
. Dr. Woodson, the son of
former slaves was bom in
Buckingham County Virginia
December 19,. 1875. Being a
member of a. large, but poor
family, he was not, able to
enter high school until the age
of 20. He received his diploma
from Douglass High School in
Huntington in less than two
'years!. Woodson moved on to
earn a LL'B degree from Berea
College in Kentucky. In his
career as an educator he

role' in history was being
.ignored or distorted, Dr.
Woodson founded the Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History in 1915. On
January of the following year

Flair Travel
Consultants
.

Enlightens COW
.';-',-.

;

absence from this: fantastic
performance. So why miss the
show, tonight at 8 p.m., in the
Cage for a - mere 35 cents.
Tonight lathe nightUIl

,

;

,

Oedipus myth is more static
than Sophocles'; it Is rather
like a quick review of the peak .
moments of the story.; But
tribal , ,
what a story it is-t-he
story of western civilization.
One can hear the primitive
drum beats even in an English
translation of Seneca's Latin.
Miss Mueller and her wen
rehearsed cast are to be congratulated for a stimulating ,
revival of an offbeat play. It'.',
would be fascinating to see a
double bill of Sophocles and-- .
Seneca some day A And as
long as 1 we're fantasizing,
what about a "revival of that
double bill the Old Vic over- whelmed audiences with right
after World War II: "Oedipus"
and 'The Critic": with Law- -;
rence Olivier playing both the
king and Mr. Puff?
--

--

B lack H istory

John Rider debuts as Oedipus in Shoolroy Theatre production.

:

:

It

;
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Meet Candidates
Continued from Page 5

by no means be confined ": SGA Cabinet and : General
to these two areas. Firstr I wilL - Assembly meetings ir order
- attempt to lessen the animoto hear student concerns and
sity existing between memadequately represent them in
bers of sections and clubs and council. I believe that Increas-- -.
. members of the faculty, indeed t communication - between
pendent student . community student organizations, facu- and administration. Prejudice,
lty,: and administration; a
. misunderstanding and misinbreakdown of - social stereformation on the " part of all otype barriers;' and a new
members of the campus com- - awareness of problems is
munity have contributed to
needed in Wooster. With your
- the current situation. My main : support, I hope to continue
objective will be to promote a
my work in this direction.
greater understanding be i
Campus Council
- tween
these groups. Second, I
Ward
: feel the distribution of funds '
am a candidate because I
by SGA had been somewhat
care. I care about what hap-- "
pens to myself and my fellow
nonchalant. The current SGA
has kept a much closer eye on -- students while enrolled here
this but there is still room for at the College of Wooster. I
'improvement. I will attempt to feel that a liberal arts educa.initiate a policy of more detail-e- d tion should be a meaningful
explanations In requesting
experience. It can not be so
funds and more careful conunless there is- someone up
sideration of . these requests
front fighting to make it so.
by the SG A General Assembly.
Working with and helping
. people is my ; "thing" and.l
i enjoy it. Like most people I
- Campus Council Member-at- Morrison
work hardest at 'those things
To be a member of Campus ' which I enjoy and believe in.
council, to. me, means being
More importantly, I feel that
responsible to and for the colstrong, dedicated student
lege community. The college leadership and representation
is always developing its po--' is what makes or breaks an in- tentials as an academic instistitution. With your vote, I,
tution, as a community of . Daryl Ward, will do my best to
scholars, and as a community make the College of Wooster a
of people. With this in mind I
meaningful experience for all
hope to facilitate the develop- :; students.
ment process of which Cam- pus Council Is a vital part.
Chuck Baughman, Quentin
means
More
Roe, John Wilson, and Scot
specifically,
this
,'
".
trying to understand all sides f Wishart are also candidates
of such issues .as Hellweek, ' for Campus Council Member-Vat-Larg-e.
:
..
which has been an important
'focal point of Campus Court-- "
cil's energies. Decisions . In 5
this area will, hopefully, ' be
made with the interests of the- The Wooster Art Ensemble
V
'whole college in mind. This, (
.presents
'
' too, ' will temper decisions y
V BUCOL
''
made-o- n
other issues as well ;
a dance
as on allocations. f '
After six formal and inform- -'
al events of music, poetry and
Campus Council
other mediums, the Art EnNew son
semble will present it's first
, I am running for reelection
evening of dance and music.
Member-at-Larg- e.
as a Campus Council
The event will take place
I enjoyed being on
Monday evening, February 14,
. Campus Council
because it
starting
at 9:30. The Lowry
gave me chance to get involv- Ballroom
Center
is the locaI
ed. Through Campus Council
tion?
free to all
Admission
is
stu-;-;.
many
of
aware
became
.
dent concerns and tried my
best to find solutions for V.
them, I was chairperson of the ..'
Campus Council Hell Week
Committee. I've alsoattended
will

.

,

.

:

Sailing Club Organizes

.

.

-

.

::

As the winter wind rages
blowing snow all around one
feels the chill of winter encircling them as one walks about
campus with thoughts turning
towards the anticipated warm
weather of Spring Quarter.
Even though one can not be
sure of the warm weather
during the spring, especially
since no end is in sight of this
ferocious winter, one can
always look forward to windy
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Art Ensemble Presents Danco
perform.
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and all music will be

ed live.

Energy Movie

ested in partaking

:
7:00.
.
The meeting will consist of
a sign-ufor all people inter

the'

in

wonderful world of sailing as
well as a report from our
dubious commandor, Steve
Sargent and a report from the

fun-fill- ed

world-renown-

racer Bob.

ed

Twinem. concerning the
racing regattas this
spring.
Do not miss this meeting if
you have any sense of
up-coml- gn

,

p.

Religion Graduates To Speak

e.

,

-

days come spring-tim: What other advantages' can"
be found in the windy days
besides ' experimentation of
alternate energy sources such
generators
as
or the joy found in flying a
kite? For those who have
missed the thrill of the wind
lifting your hair as the force of
the wind powers a sailboat
across the water at tremendous speeds, one can only
gain this exhilarating feeling
through experience. This ex- -:
perience. can - only be found
next quarter as the L.C.B. -sponsored Sailing Club embarks on an adventure-fille- d

quarter of week-en- d
sailing at
nearby Pleasant Hill Lake.
For anyone interested in
learning' more about the
days in the sun spent
winging your way across a
lake in a sailboat there will be
a meeting tonight, February
11th in room 119 of Lowry at

Continued from Page 4 - -

teacher training, youth activk
ties, etc.
; ,
. (
At the meeting on this
coming Sunday evening, each
of these graduates will speak
briefly on the importance of
the study of religion and the
place of religious commitment for vocational options.
They will also look at the value

of their religion major for their
present vocational work before answering questions and
participating in discussion.

students curious about or
interested In the study, of
religion, a religion major, or
the potential In each for

All

vocational options" are Invited
to attend this open meeting.

Go Off Campus To Study
Anyone who is interested in:
Fulfilling the language requirement in beginning or

intermediate Spanish, German, or French by studying
for one quarter or summer
session abroad.
Please stop by the Interna

tional Programs Office on the
first floor of Babcock. I am In
my office from
p.m.
every week-daDrop by or
call 343 for an appointment.
Dorothy J. Knauer
International Programs Office,
Director
2-5:-
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(Just North of the Collage) .;

24 Hour Coin-O- p
Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 -- 4:15

f

The Sierra Club will, present
a film entitled, "Arctic Gas
Line," which is distributed by
the government. This film, will
be very educational, especially with the gas shortage and
energy crisis the nation is
facing this winter. The film
will be showaat 8:00 in Room
119 of Lowry Center Sunday
night February 13.

CANDLE
PET
the Pet
Florida's

Rock.

Answer to

:PET CANDLE comes to you with complete set of operating instructions to
train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
stand, light up, and fly.
Available in Small. Medium, and Large Sizes.

tUSINESS

$25X3 fed

i::h

SsilX3T6:

PET CANDLE
110 Giralda Ave., Coral
$1.00 plus
G Small
plus
$2.00
Medium
C
plus
$3.00
Large
G
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Saturday Is your last day to shop our complete
election of valentine cards and gifts. Don t
forget!
C lf7ManefliCei.lne.

Name

City

.

Gables. Florida 33134
50tf postage 4 handling1
75 postage & handling
9SC postage & handling

Address

FriiMia Street

v;yw

fMonday is Valentine's Day $

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes

313

ltTS

Stale

-.
.-

.........

1976. Pet Candle. Inc.

Zip.

GIFT SHOPPE
142 E. Liberty
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Scotties Grab Two Victories
Twice in the second half,
Ohio Northern pulled ahead
by one point. The Scotties,
however, displayed their composure and reeled off several

The women's basketball
team upped Its record to 1
last week with victories over
Ohio Northern and previously
unbeaten Cleveland State.
Thursday nigbt, theScotties
4--

8--

clutch points in the last two
minutes to ice the win.
Freshman Pat Buda paced
the Scottie attack with 14
points, while Laura Page grabbed rebounding honors with
1 5. The J.V, squad lost a 56-3- 8
decision to Northern.

downed Ohio Northern 56-4Midway through the first
half, the Scotties opened up a
nine-poibut
lead, 17-Ohio Northern shaved that
lead to three by halftime,
7.

8,

nt

Saturday afternoon, Wooster topped previously unscathed Cleveland State. The Scot-tie- s
took command at the outset, opening up an 2 lead.
By half-tim-e,
Wooster had
widened its margin to 39-1Scott ie coach Nan Nichols
took advantage of the big lead
by making frequent substitutions to give all the varsity
players game experience. All
but one of the Scotties scored.
Page poured in 17 points
and snatched eight rebounds
to again lead the Scottie
attack. Ann Cleary and Kim
Fischer were also in double i
figures, scoring 15 and 14
points respectively. The Scot-tie- s
hit 45 percent of their
shots, compared to a usual 35
percent average. Rose Mickley
grabbed 13 rebounds and Val
Walton ahd 10.
"This was the best game of
the year, so far, as an example
of teamwork," said Nichols of
"
the C.S.U. victory. 'The team
up."
shaping
is
Scotties' practice pays off as they grab easy victories over
C.S.U. and Ohio Northern.

27-2- 4.

by Irene Korsak

7.

Tracksters Frustrated
The final score of the meet

by Tim Field

was:

Wooster's thinclads made
an honorable showing,' on
Friday, February 4, in their
first official indoor track meet
of the season. In this triangular meet against Ohio Wesle-ya- n
University and Marietta,
OWU came out the decisive
winner with Wooster second
and Marietta third.
Top point getter. King lewis
(who was reported to have had
an off day), ended up with two
first places (In the Long and
Triple Jumps), one third place
(in the 70 yd. High Hurdles,
which turned out to be a
school record), and a fourth
place (In the High Jump). Jeff
Kirk clinched twp firsts in the
mile and 880 yd. runs with a
record breaking 4:19.7 in the
mile and a 2:01.5 in the 880.
Captain bill Reedy won the
two mile with a personal best
of 9:33.9 (the second fastest,
time for the indoor 2 mile in
Wooster history). Other point
getters for the Scots were
John Coda (fourth place: Long
Jump(, Brian Volz (third

Geoff Miller (third place: 1,000

. .

.15

The Livingston Relays will
be the next stop for the Scots.
The meet will be held at
Denison, and will include
teams from all other member
schools of the .Ohio Athletic

-

.

Conference.

Scot Nip
r--

Baldwin-Wallac- e,
,.

WOOSTER, OHIO Despite
a wacky week of ups ana
downs for the nationally-ranke- d
College of Wooster basketball team, the Scots still enter
week of reguthe
lar season play atop the Ohio
Conference Northern Division.
And 'Wooster (14--5 overall
and 1 in OAC play) hopes to
retain that division leadership
with road games at Mount
Union Wednesday and Heidelberg Saturday.
Last week was rather hectic
for coach Al Van Wie's Scots.
The Black and Old Gold won a

,'tman Dra.An
Burroughs
postman
Preston nnrmnnho

.

returned to regular action and
16
erupted for a team-leadipoints and eight rebounds.
Burroughs had been hampered
in recent games with an ankle
strain.
Unfortunately, Burroughs'
return was marred by the loss
of explosive wingman Fred
Balser in the same game for
the season's duration. Balser,
who. had battled a . pair of
aching ankles all season, fin- -,
ally lost the struggle when his
left ankle caved in after he was
fouled following a layup. He
now wears a cast covering
most of that left leg. The loss
of the 2 sophomore should
indeed be felt. At the time of
his departure, Balser was
ng

next-to-la- st

6--

place: 600 yd. run), Dennis
Riesley (tieing his personal

yd. run).

42

Marietta

--

best and getting second place
in the Pole Vault), Lou
D'Angelo (two fourth places:
300 & 440 yd. dashes), and

111

OWU

Wooster

and dropped one,
regained a starting player and
lost one, and earned a nationmay have lost
al rating-a- nd
one.
Wooster fought off stubborn

cliff-hang- er

.

Baldwin-Walla-

73-7- 0

ce

In

Tim-ke-

6--

Wooster's

second-leadin- g

scorer (11 ppg) and ranked
eighth in the OAC in assists

n

Gym last Wednesday as

Swimmers Win One, Dunked Twice
by Dave Koppenhaver
;
The Wooster Scot swim
team, 0 after, their initial
meets, found the going tougher this past week, dropping
two of three duals.
Friday the Scots hosted
Kenyon College in what was
purported to be a preview of .
the upcoming OAC championships. The Lords, conference
champions the past 23 con3--

secutive years, downed the
Scots 63-5Scot coach Bryan Bateman
was quick to point out how
deceptive the score was "We
gambled by going for both
relays," he explained. If we'd
won the medley relay, we'd
nave taken the meet. Add
seven to our score and take
seven from them and we win
0.

57-56- ."

Relays

points

are scored seven
for first, zero for

second. .
The Scots shone brightest
in the diving where Johns
Hadden and Barth placed
in both one and three-mete- r.
Other Scot wins were recorded by freshman Stan McDonald in the 200 butterfly
(2:07.38) and the 400 freestyle relay ' team of John
1- -2

Wilson, McDonald, Eric Johnson, and Mark Pruiss (3:25.2).
Kenyon's Tim Bridgham
qualified for the Nationals
with a sparkling 2:04.27 in the
200 backstroke.
Saturday the Scots travelled

to Wittenberg

University

where they disposed of the Tigers in routine fashion 67-4The Scots took a team of just
10 swimmers and two divers.
2.

Nonetheless

sion I Cleveland Statedrowned
The Vikings set a
them 87-2new pool records in six events
while grabbing firsts in all but
two events.
"I talked to the guys before
the meet and tried to prepare
them," said Bateman, still
able to carry a smile. "You
have to remember Cleveland
State is Division I. That means
they give full scholarships and
the whole bit."
Freshman Eric Johnson's
showing in the 1000 freestyle
best exemplified the futility of
the Scot efforts. Despite
, smashing
the .varsity record
by nearly 20 seconds with a
10:18.37, he finished a distant
second to State's Scan Ion,
who clocked a pool record
5.

--

they scored

firsts in nine of the 13 events.
Tuesday they saw the tables
more than reversed as Divi

10:09.53.
The Scots, now 2,
host
Muskingum College Saturday
at 2:00 p.m.
4--

.

(4--
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Fall To Otterbein
points and

P0)-

with

-

Last Saturday, Otterbein
Don Brough sank two
free throws with no time remaining in regulation to send

.

the Cardinals past the Scots,
66-6- 4.

19

eight

rebounds.

tor-wa- rd

'

It looked like overtime for
sure as Wooster's Sam Dixon
failed to get off a shot in the
Otter zone at the buzzer, but
Dixon was called for offensive
charging. Brough's subse-- :
quent freebies sealed the
game and snapped Wooster's
win streak at five. Wooster's
leading scorer and rebounder,
postman Wayne Allison, paced the Scots in both, departments against the Cardinals

The narrow loss, which
didn't count in OAC standings, could jeopardize Wooster's new found Division III
national ranking. The Scots
were rated 10th in the polls
last week.
Heidelberg, meanwhile, is
one of the hottest teams in the
OAC after three division wins
last week (over Mount, Ober-li- n
and Kenyon). The Student
Princes, who are led by center
Chris Reichert have improved

their standing to 5 in OAC
play and 11-- 9 overall.
4--

Enter Tourney
Bowlers
r
:

by Mark Pierson

Last weekend the Wooster .
men's and women's bowling
teams competed in the 1977
A.C.U. tournament, at Western Michigan University.
Michigan State, Ohio State
and Michigan U. were among
the teams who participated in
the annual tournament.
At the end of the first round
of the three round tournament, the Wooster men werei
in fourth place, only 99 pins
behind the leader. Dave Lelko
led the first round with a 623,

followed by Tony Ciriegio,
567, and Bill Kozane, 546. The
second round proved to be a
rough one as Wooster dropped from fourth to 10th, over
500 pins from the leader.
In the third round the keg
lers showed why they are in
contention for the state collegiate crown, with games of
855, 920 and 979. The third
round was also the singles
round, in which Scot Lipps,
--

brought home a second place
trophy. He bowled games of

224, 203, and 229, for a total
656. Tony Ciriegio also bowled well with a 540.
Overall totals for the tournament were Dave Lelko, 1678,
Scot Lipps, 1673, Bill Kozane,
1613, Tony Ciriegio, 1571, and
Rob Manning, 1493. At the

moment the bowlers are waiting for a confirmation of either
a 7th or 8th place. Michigan
State won the tournament in
which around 30 teams participated.
x
The girls team found competition tough and failed to
place in the top five. The girls
representing Wooster. were
.

Lynn Keeling, Diane Melton,
Michon Batipps, Karen Batts,
and Erin Gunnigle.
This Saturday, Feb! 12th,
the Wooster Men's team is in
Ohio competition at - Kent
State. With two weeks to
bowl, Wooster is in 2nd place,
2 games behind Kent State,
and the last week of the
season Wooster will meet
Kent State in a dual match.
.

.

